Your Piece of Peace: The COF Culture of Peace Newsletter - Fall 2020

“Allow Nature’s peace to flow into you as sunshine into trees.” – John Muir
The Circle of Friends peace team participants hope that we can all find some peace in nature this fall!

Working for Win-Win Solutions
At our October “Peacemaker Hangout”, Peace Team member Carol K shared a story that helped our
group understand the concept of a win-win solution. We thought it could be helpful to share the story in
our newsletter as well! The story is called “The Orange Quarrel”.
“There once were two siblings fighting over the last
orange in the refrigerator. Their mother considered
cutting the orange in half, but then decided to ask
each person WHY they wanted the orange. It
turned out that one wanted to make orange juice,
and the other child wanted to shave the peel into a
cake she was making! Once the children realized
this, they could agree to share the orange in a way
that everyone got what they wanted (rather than
only getting half of what they wanted).”
Most of us grow up thinking that when there is a conflict, one person has to win and the other has to
lose. We do not always think about a win-win solution. It is not always as easy as in this story – in fact, a
win-win solution often requires a lot of patience and talking things through! The outcome is worth it
though! Have you ever found a win-win solution to a problem you were facing? The peace team would
love to hear about it!

Peacemaker Profile: Nelson Mandela
One of our Peace Team members, Benita, was born in South Africa. Her favorite peacemaker,
Nelson Mandela, sometimes called, “The Father of South Africa”. Benita would like to share
some information and quotes about this Nobel Prize winner. Benita writes:
“Nelson Mandela, in my opinion, is one of the greatest if not THE
greatest peacemakers of our time! He spent 27 years in jail as a
political prisoner and was expected to die there on Robben
Island in Cape Town, South Africa! Through endurance,
determination, negotiation and great communication, Nelson
Mandela was eventually released from this unfair imprisonment,
and then became the first black President of South Africa! I have
found some interesting quotes by Nelson Mandela and thought
you might like to see some of them. I hope you like these quotes
which I find inspiring!” – Benita
“Great peacemakers are all people of integrity, of honesty, but humility”
“If you want to make peace with your enemy, you have to work with your
enemy. Then he becomes your partner”
“The first thing is to be honest with yourself. You can never have an impact on
society if you haven't changed yourself”

A Comic Strip from the Peace Team:

Happy Belated Peace Day!
On September 21st, the Culture of Peace team got together to celebrate international day of
Peace. As a group, we learned many interesting facts about this special day. Did you know?
 Peace Day was first celebrated by the United
Nations in 1981
 The day is meant to be a day of non-violence and
cease-fire (both personal and political)



 Every year, there is a designated theme to reflect
on. This year the theme is “Shaping Peace Together”.
The UN says, “Amidst a pandemic, we see more than
ever that we are not each other’s enemies! Instead, we
need to work together to keep each other safe and
healthy.”
To start the day, the United Nations Peace Bell is rung at UN Headquarters (in New York
City). The bell was a gift from Japan, and was made from coins donated by children from
around the world

The Peace Team Reflects: Hoping for Peace
The peace team has had some great conversations about whether peace is a realistic goal to
have, and how we can find hope even though the world is not as peaceful as we want it to be.
Peace team members shared these reflections:
Carol K: "We never know how our actions for peace can affect others. The
impact may be greater than we think. It starts with and only takes one drop of
water to have a ripple effect and reflect out"

Wayne: “I was part of the peace movement in the 60s. Sometimes I
feel sad thinking that we have not reached world peace, and we still
have many of the same problems. But every little bit counts. Even
after all these years, I still want peace, and I still believe that it is
possible to make a difference. We might not be able to change the
whole world, but we can change part of the world, and that makes it
worth trying!

Communication Tips from Carol M
One of the members of our peace team, Carol M, does not have internet access, so she has not
been able to join our online meetings. COF staff met with her in person (at a safe distance) to
see if she had any thoughts to add to the newsletter. Carol M shared about some things that
she had learned from a number of conflicts in
her life .Here is her advice for our readers:
“It’s good to talk, get it out in the
open. I can’t read your mind.”
“Listen with your heart, and speak
with your heart.”
“Talk about how the other person’s
actions made you feel.”

Stay Tuned for More Conversations led by the Peace Team!
Whether we are popping into COF gatherings and events or hosting our own, the Peace Team is
looking forward to more conversations with our community about peace and conflict
resolution! Have a conflict in your life that you want help processing? Don’t hesitate to reach
out! You can email Kim at kimberleewalker@mcco.ca or call her at 226 339 6898. You can also
call Cindy at 226 898 3638. A new idea we are thinking about is that Peace team staff and
volunteers could lead discussions in individual Circles as well. You can contact us if your Circle
would like to host a guest speaker on a peace-related theme. We will post a “menu” of topics to
choose from in our next newsletter.

